Unequal treatment for equal opportunities: Taking a stand for parents in science

Equality of opportunities is the law in democracies. To achieve equality, unequal treatment can be necessary. This might be the case for parents in science during the current COVID-19 pandemic. Scientists who are parents now have to take care of their children full-time. Women spend more time taking care of children and homeschooling than men.¹ Female scientists are probably no exception: Their partners mostly work full-time, while partners of male scientists often work part-time (with less than 30 weekly hours on average in Germany).² Plans to close day care centers until the summer, considered in several countries, will largely increase inequality between scientists with and without primary childcare obligations. While top journals and funding agencies report record numbers of submissions³,⁴ parents report not being able to work on research papers or grant applications at all⁵. Large governmental funding agencies, such as the German Research Foundation⁶, or the Swedish Research Council⁷, plan to give extensions for grants and contracts, but this applies to everyone, independent of child care duties. Other funding bodies, such as the Royal Society, explicitly state that they will not provide additional funding for scientists who work less due to child care.⁸ Research has shown that treating everyone the same leads to greater inequality: Gender-neutral tenure clock stopping policies increase the probability of tenure for fathers by 18% and decrease it for mothers by 19%.⁹ To protect diversity and promote meritocracy, we urge governments and funding bodies to publicly acknowledge that caregivers cannot work as usual. They should treat parents differently and consider, for example, counting the duration of the pandemic measures as parental leave in hiring and promotion decisions, longer contract extensions for primary caregivers, or giving parents extra budgets to hire assistants to support lab work or teaching preparation.
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⁴ Swiss National Science Foundation (SNF), Twitter: [https://twitter.com/snf_ch/status/1248213068578009088?s=20](https://twitter.com/snf_ch/status/1248213068578009088?s=20) (2020).


